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EXISTENCE AND DIFFERENTIABILITY OF METRIC
PROJECTIONS IN HILBERT SPACES*

ALEXANDER SHAPIROt
Abstract. This paper considers metric projections onto a closed subset S of a Hilbert space.

If the set S is convex, then it is well known that the corresponding metric projections always exist,
unique and directionally differentiable at boundary points of S. These properties of metric projections
are considered for possibly nonconvex sets S. In particular, existence and directional differentiability
of metric projections for certain classes of sets are established and will be referred to as "nearly
convex" sets.
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1. Introduction. Consider a Hilbert space X and let S be a closed subset of
X. With the set S are associated the distance function ds(x) dist(x, S),

dist(x, S) inf{llx- YlI’Y e S},

and the set-valued metric projection

Hs(x) {y e S llx Yll ds(x)}.

We also consider a selection mapping Ps(x) E Hs(x), referred to as a metric projection
of X onto S. Of course, Ps(x) is defined only at such points x where the set Hs(x)
is nonempty.

In cases when the set S is convex there are some well-known properties of Ps.
That is, for all x E X the metric projection Ps(x) exists and is unique, Ps is Lips-
chitz continous and for every x S, Ps is directionally differentiable at x (see, e.g.,
Zarantonello [18]). In this paper we discuss extensions of these results to situations
where the set S is not necessarily convex. We also study directional differentiability
of Ps at a point x S.

Recall that the contingent (Bouligand) cone to S at x S, denoted by Ts(x) or
T(x, S), is formed by vectors y such that there exist xn S, xn -- x, and tn --* 0+
with tl(xn x) - y. Its polar (negative dual) cone,

Ns(x) {y e X (y,z) <_ 0 for all z e Ts(x)},

will be referred to as the normal cone to S at x. By B(x, r) we denote the ball

B(x,r) {Y" IlY-xll <- r}.

It is said that a mapping F X --+ Y, from X into a Banach space Y, is direc-
tionally differentiable at x0 (in the sense of Ggteaux) if the directional derivative

(1.2) F’(x0, y) lim
p(-’x + ty) ’(

t-*0+ :
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exists for all y E X. We also say that F is directionally differentiable at x0 in the
Hadamard sense if

(1.3) F’(x0, y) lim
F(xo / ty’) F(xo)

and that F is directionally differentiable in the Frdchet sense if

lim
F(xo / y) F(xo) F’(xo, y)

O.(1.4)

For a discussion of various relations between these concepts of directional differentia-
bility see, e.g., [4], [9], and [14].

We shall use the following variational principle (see [15] for details). Consider the
optimization problems

(1.5) man f(x)
xES

and

(1.6) min g(x)
xET

where f, g X -, and S, T C X. Let x0 be an optimal solution of the problem
(1.5), and let be an e-optimal solution of (1.6), i.e., $ E T and

g() _< inf g(x)+ e.

Suppose that there exist a positive constant a and a neighborhood W of x0 such that
for all x S fq W,

(1.7) f(x) >_ f(xo) + allx xoll 2.
Suppose further that f(x) and g(x) are Lipschitz continuous on W modulus kl and
k2, respectively, and that W. Then

(1.8) [1 X011
_
O-1 "" a-1/21/2 -- 2il / c-1/2(k151 T k2(2) 1/2,

where

(1.9) it- sup dist(x, SNW),
xTfqW

(1.10) (2 dist(x0, T N W),

and a is a Lipschitz constant of the function h(x) g(x) f(x) on W. Note that if
S T, then i i2 0, and if f _= g, then a 0.

2. Existence of metric projections. In this section we give some sufficient
conditions for existence and uniqueness of Ps(x). We consider separately two cases:
(i) when points x are sufficiently close to a point x0 6 S, and (ii) when x are near a
point such that Ps() exists and is unique. We shall use the following concepts of
"nearly convex" sets.

DEFINITION 2.1. We say that the set S is O(m)-convex at a point x0 6 S if there
are a neighborhood N of x0 and a positive constant K such that for all x, y E S N N,

(2.1) dist(y- x, Ts(x)) <_ glly- xllm.
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DEFINITION 2.2. We say that S is o(m)-convex at x0 E S if there exist a function
k(x, y) and a neighborhood N of x0 such that for all x, y E S q N,

and

dist(y x, Ts(x)) <_ k(x, Y)I[Y x[["

(2.3) lim k(x, y) O.

Remarks. It is not difficult to see that o(m)-convexity at a point x0 E S implies
O(m)-convexity at the same point. Also if S is O(m’)-convex at x0 and m’ > m, then
o(m)-convexity at x0 follows. (Indeed, take k(x, y) glly-x[lm’-m.) When the set S
is convex, we have that for all x, y e S, y-x e Ts(x) and hence dist(y-x, Ts(x)) O.

The concept of o(1)-convexity was introduced in Shapiro and A1-Khayyal [16]
under the name "near convexity." In this paper we shall be dealing mainly with
0(2)- and o(2)-convexity. We shall need the following result. Its proof is similar to
the proof of [16, Lem. 1].

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that S is o(m)-convex at xo. Then there is a neighborhood
N of xo such that for all xl,x2 S q N and all yl Ns(x), Y2 Ns(x2),

(.4) ( , ) -{(,)llll + k(, )llll}l

Proof. It follows om (2.2) that for any e > 0 there is a point 2 e x + Ts(x)
such that

(2.) II ll (,)ll 11 +
Since y Ns(x) and e > 0 is bitrary we obtain then

(u, ) (u, ) + (u, :) (, )
-Ilulllll: ll -k(, )llUlllll ll.

Similarly, for Y2 e Ns(x2),

(u, 1) -k(:, )llullIl ll.
Adding these two inequalities together we obtain (2.4).

It can be shown in the same way that if S is O(m)-convex at xo, then for all
x,x2 SN and all y Ns(x),y2 Ns(x2),

(e.6) (u u,l ) -eg(llull + Ilull)ll ll.
We can now formulate the first existence theorem.
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that S is O(2)-convex at xo S. Then Ps(x) exists and

is unique and locally Lipschitzian for all x in a neighborhood of xo.
Proof. Consider the neighborhood N specified in Definition 2.1, and let r be

positive number such that B(xo, r) C N. For any given point x and e > 0 we can find
a point z S such that

ll: ds() + :.
We then have

IIz 011 II 1 + 011 ds() + + II 011
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Moreover, by Ekeland’s variational principle [2, p. 255] we can find 2 E S such
that

I1 z’ll = -< ds(x)2 + e2,

[Iz- 2[[ _< e, and 2 is the minimizer of the function

(e.s) g(z) --I1- 11 + ,llz- z’ll
over S. It follows that

(2.9)

We denote by H(x, e) the set of points 2 E S satisfying conditions (2.7) and (2.9) and
being minimizers over S of the corresponding functions given in (2.8). Clearly, for
el > e2 we have H(x, e2) C n(x, 1).

Now consider a point x and e > 0 such that [[x x0[[ < r/4 and e < r/4, and let
21,22 H(x, e). It then follows from (2.9) that 21, 22 SNN. Moreover, by first-order
optimality conditions we have that there exist vl and v2 such that [IVl][ _< e, [Iv21[ _< e,
and

(2.10) yi x- z / vi Ns(2i), i 1, 2.

We then obtain from (2.6) that

-(yl y2,21 22) 2K[[21 22[[2(1[y1[[ q-[[Y2[])

and hence

[[21 22112 --IlVl -I-V211[[21 22[I 2K[[21 22[12(r -t- 2e).

It follows that

1121 22[[ 2 2e[[21 22[I -- 2K[[21 22[[2(r -t- 2e)

and, since e < r/4,

(2.11) (1 3rK)lll 11 _< .
We further take such r > 0 that r < (3K)-1 and hence c 1 3rK > O.

Le $ 0 and (,). hen follows from (2.11) ha for m n,

hence {2} is a Cauchy sequence. Consequently, {2} converges o a poin z* S. I
also follows from (2.7) [ha [- z*} ds() and hence z* Ps(). Uniqueness of
Ps() follows now from (2.11) by aking 0.

Finally, consider wo points, sufficiently close o 0 such ha z Ps()
and z Ps() do exist. We have ha z Ns(z), i 1,2, and hence by
(.6),

Consequently, by aking and sufficiently close o 0 such ha
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we obtain

and hence

This completes the proof. [:]

In situations where points x are not necessarily close to S we shall have to impose
stronger conditions on "near convexity" of S.

THEOREM 2.3. For a given point , let xo E Hs() and suppose that
(i) S is o(2)-convex at xo, and
(ii) There is a positive constant such that

.for all x S.
Then Ps(x) exists, is unique, and is locally Lipschitz continuous .for all x in a

neighborhood of .
Proof. Consider a point x, a positive number e, and let z* e S be such that

I1 *11 < ds() + .
That is, z* is an e2-optimal solution of the problem of minimization of IIx- zll 2 subject
to z S. Note that condition (2.12) corresponds to the second-order growth condition
(1.7) for f(z) -I1- zll 2. It then follows from (1.8) that

I1* 011 _<-/-/,
hee 211- 11- thmoe, by Ekeld’ ritiol picipe e the
find a point 2 e S such that I1* zll < , that inequality (2.7) holds, and that 2 is
the minimizer of the corresponding function given in (2.8). Proceeding now as in the
proof of Theorem 2.2 and using (2.4) (instead of (2.6)), we obtain vectors Vl, v2, such
that IIvlll

_
, I[v2[[

_
e, and

I1 11 -Ilvl / 1111 11 _< {k(, )lly, / k(, )llYll}lll zll,
where y x- 2 W v. Now for x sufficiently close to and e sufficiently small we
can choose 21, 22 sufficiently close to xo such that

Then

and we can complete the proof proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Consider now a situation where the set S is given in the form

S {x e X’g(x) e K},

with g(x) being a continuously differentiable mapping from X into a Banach space Y
and K being a closed convex cone in Y. Consider a point x0 e S regular in the sense
of Robinson [10], that is,

(2.14) 0 e int {g(x0) + Dg(xo)X K}.
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It then follows from the Robinson-Ursescu [11], [17] stability theorem that there is a
neighborhood N of x0 and a constant c > 0 such that for all x, y E S q N,

(2.15) dist(y x, Ts(x)) <_ cllg(y g(x) Dg(x)(y x)l

(see the proof of Theorem 2 in [16]). By the Mean Value Theorem we obtain from
(2.15) that if, in addition, Dg(x) is Lipschitz continuous near x0 (in the operator
norm), then S is O(2)-convex at x0. Moreover, if g(x) is twice continuously differen-
tiable and D2g(xo) 0, then o(2)-convexity follows.

Note that here the contingent cone Ts(x) is given (for all points x sufficiently
close to x0) by

(2.16) Ts(x) {y Dg(x)y e Tg(g(x))}

and hence is convex.

3. Directional differentiability of metric projections at boundary points.
It is known that if the set S is convex and x0 S, then for any y X and t _> 0,

(3.1) Ps(xo + ty) xo + tPT(o,S)(Y) + o(t)

(see [18]). That is, P is directionally differentiable at xo (in the sense of Gteaux)
and

(3.2) P(x0; y) PT(xo,S)(Y).
Moreover, since for any x,x X,

i.e., Ps is Lipschitz continuous modulus one, this implies that Ps is directionally
differentiable at x0 in the Hadamard sense. We extend this result to nonconvex sets
as follows.

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that xo S and that
(i) Ts( 0)

(ii)

(3.3) lim
dist(x xo, Ts(xo)) O,

(iii) For every v Ts (xo),

lim
dit(__s_,x0 + vt, S) O.(3.4)

t0+ t

Then for any fixed y X and for Ps(xo + ty) Hs(x0 + ty) with t >_ O,

(3.5) Ps(xo + ty) xo + tPT(o,S) (Y) + o(t).

Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that x0 0. For a given vector
y and t > 0 consider the optimization problems

(3.6) min f(x, ty)
xeT(O,S)
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and

(3.7) min f(x ty),
ES

where f(Xl,X2) [Ix1- x2[[ 2. Note that the optimal solution of (3.6) is x*
PT(O,S)(tY), which always exists since Ts(O) is convex (and closed). An optimal solu-
tion of (3.7) (if it exists) is 2 Ps(ty). We have here that for any x e Ts(O),

(3.8) f(x, y) f(x*, y) + IIx x* ,
i.e., the second-order growth condition for (3.6) holds. Indeed,

and, since ty- x* e NT(o,s)(x*) and Ts(O) is convex,

(y- x*,x* x) >_ 0.

It follows then from (1.8) that

(3.9) II *II _< 2 / (kl + k2)1/2,

where

tl l(t) sup{dist(x, Ts(O))’x e S C B(0, r)},
2 2(t) dist(x*, S),

2IIyll, and k is the Lipschitz constant of f(.,ty) on the ball B(0, r). Note that
x*, E B(0, r) and that

k _< 2(tIIyll + r) o(t).

Now it follows from condition (ii) that 6l(t) o(r) o(t) and from (iii), for
v PT(O,S)(Y) e Ts(O), that

(3.10) 52(t) dist(tv, S) o(t).

It follows then from (3.9) that

IIPs(ty) PT(o,s)(ty)ll II *ll-- o(t),

and hence the proof is complete. D
Remarks. If Ps(x) exists for all x in a neighborhood of x0 (for example, if S is

O(2)-convex at x0), then formula (3.5) implies that Ps is directionally differentiable
at x0 and the directional derivative P(xo, y) is given by PT(xo,S)(Y). Moreover, since
T(xo, S) was supposed to be convex, we have that for any y and y’,

Then, by replacing v PT(o,S)(Y) with v’= PT(o,S)(Y’) in (3.10) and taking y’
y, we obtain that assumptions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 3.1 actually imply Hadamard
directional differentiability of Ps at x0.
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If the set S is defined in the form (2.13) and regularity condition (2.14) holds, then
conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 3.1 follow by the Robinson-Ursescu stability theorem.
In this case we obtain that Ps(x) exists for all x near xo E S and is Hadamard
directionally differentiable at x0.

In order to ensure directional differentiability of Ps, at x0 E S, in the sense of
Fr6chet we will have to replace condition (iii) by

lim
dist(x0 + y, S)

0.
weT(zo,S)

This condition is considerably stronger than the corresponding condition (3.4) and,
in infinite-dimensional spaces, does not necessarily hold even for convex sets S. (In
finite-dimensional spaces conditions (3.4) and (3.11) are equivalent.) Cones Ts(xo)
satisfying (3.3) and (3.11) were called the approximating cones in [12].

4. Directional differentiability of metric projections at nonboundary
points. In cases when is not contained in S, the metric projection Ps can be
directionally nondifferentiable at even if the set S is convex. An example of such
convex set S in 3 is given in Kruskal [8]. We show that directional differentiability
of Ps follows if the set S is sufficiently "flat" at xo Ps(). With a point and
xo Ps() we associate the cone

(4.1) {, e Ts(x0) x0) 0}.

THEOREM 4.1. For a given point 2, let xo Hs() and suppose that the following
conditions hold:

(i) The contingent cone Ts(xo) is convex.
(ii) There is a positive constant such that

for all x S.
(iii)

lim
dist(x xo, Ts(xo)) O.(4.3)

-0 ilx x0112

(iv) For any curve v(t) e Ts(xo), t >_ O, such that v(t) t+o(t) and f e C(2),

lim
dist(x0 + v(t), S) O.(4.4) t2t-,O+

Then .for any fixed y X and .for Ps(2 + ty) e Hs(2 + ty) with t >_ O,

Ps( + tu) + tPc( ) + o(t).

In order to prove Theorem 4.1 we shall use the results of the following lemmas,
which may also be of independent interest.

LEMMA 4.2. Let E be a closed convex set such that PE(2) xo and

dist(x, E)(4.6) lim 0,
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(4.7) t-0+lim dist(P(t2+ ty), S) O,

and suppose that condition (ii) of Theorem 4.1 holds.
Then

(4.8) Ps( -t- ty) P( + ty) + o(t), t >_ O.

Proof. Let us first observe that, by (1.8), it follows from condition (4.2) that

(4.9) liPs(m) Ps()ll _< 2-llx ll.
Consider the following optimization problems:

(4.10) min f(x,

and

(4.11) min f(x, + ty)
xES

where f(Xl,X2) I1 211. Let x* P( + ty) and x’ Ps( - ty), i.e., x*
and x’ are optimal solutions of problems (4.10) and (4.11), respectively. Note that
it follows from (4.9) that IIx’- xoll < a-ltllYll, and because of the convexity of E,

x* S(xo, r), where max{2a-ltllyll,tllyll }.IIx* xoll <_ tllYll. Therefore x’, e r
Since 5] is convex we have that

(4.12)

for all x E E. It follows then by (1.8) that

(4.13) Ilx’-x*ll <_ 21 -t-(ki + ki2)/2

where

i i(t) sup{dist(x, F) x e S B(xo, r) },
/2 52(t) dist(x*, S),

and k is the Lipschitz constant of f(., / ty) on the ball B(xo, r). Moreover, we have
that

k 2(r + IIo li + llYll)

and that r O(t). It follows from (4.6) that 1 O(r2) and hence il o(t2), and
from (4.7) that i2 o(t2). We obtain then from (4.13) that

I1’- * II- o(t)

and hence the proof is complete. Fl

LEMMA 4.3. Let K be a convex, closed cone, K- NK(O) be its negative dual,
v K-, and consider the cone

Ko {x e K" (x,v) 0}.
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Then for a given y E X and t >_ O,

(4.14) Pn(, + tu) tRio (u) + o(t).

Proof. We can write (see, e.g., [18])

(4.15) p( + tu) v + tu Pn-( + tu).

Also since K- is convex and v E K-, we have that PK- is directionally differentiable
at v and

(4.16) P-( + tu) + tPr(.,-)(u) + o(t).

Note that the contingent cone T(v, K-) is given by the topological closure of K- +[v],
where Iv] denotes the linear space generated by v, and hence the polar (negative dual)
of T(v, K-) is the cone K0. Therefore,

(4.17) PT(v,K- (Y) Y PKo (Y).

Equations (4.15)-(4.17)imply (4.14).
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Consider xo + Ts(xo). Since . xo Ns(xo) we have

that x0 P.(). Also, by Lemma 4.3,

(4.18) p.( + tu) o + tpc()() + o(t).

In order to complete the proof we can now apply the result (4.8) of Lemma 4.2. Note
that here condition (4.6) follows from (4.3) and condition (4.7) follows from (4.4)
because of (4.18).

If the set S is convex, conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 4.1 are automatically satis-
fied. In this case, condition (iv) implies that Ps is directionally differentiable at x0,
in the sense of Hadamard, and that

(4.19) P(, u) Pc()(u).
It is known that in general differentiability properties of Ps are influenced by second-
order behavior of the boundary of S (cf. [1], [5], [7], and [13]). In this respect condition
(iv) ensures that S is sufficiently "directionally flat" at the point x0 Ps(.) and
consequently only first-order tangential properties of S at x0 are reflected in formula
(4.19).

Condition (iv) follows from and, in finite-dimensional spaces with C() re-
laxed to Ts(xo), is equivalent to

dist(x, S)(4.20) lim 0,

where xo +Ts(xo). Sets S and E satisfying (4.6) and (4.20) were called 2-tangent
at x0, in Auslender and Cominetti [3].

Finally we compare Theorem 4.1 with corresponding results of Haraux [6]. It was
shown in [6] that Ps is directionally differentiable and formula (4.19) holds for a class
of convex sets S that were called polyhedric. In finite-dimensional spaces polyhedric
convex sets in the sense of Haraux coincide with ordinary polyhedral convex sets.
Clearly a set S does not need to be polyhedral in order to satisfy (4.20). We also give
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now an example of a convex, polyhedric set S that does not satisfy condition (iv).
Therefore, the results of Theorem 4.1 and those of Haraux do not imply each other.

Consider the Hilbert space X L2[-1, 1]. Then the set

S (x(t) e X’x(t) >_ 0 for all t e [-1, 1]}

forms a convex, polyhedric set in X. Consider also the following points (functions)
inX, (t) --1for-1 <_ t_< 0, (t) 1 for 0 < t_< 1, andO(t) 0 for -1 _<
t <_ O, O(t) -t-1/3 for 0 < t <_ 1. It is then not difficult to see that the projection
xo Ps() is given by xo(t) 0 for -1 _< t _< 0 and xo(t) 1 for 0 < t _< 1, and that

Ts(xo) {x(t) e X’x(t) >_ 0 for all t e [--1, 0]}.

Therefore, V E Ts(xo) and (9, x0) 0, i.e., V E C(). Moreover, for 0 < T _< 1,

Ps(0 + r)(t) O,
1 Tt-1/3,

-l<t<r3

ra <_t<_l,

and

dist(x0 + ri, S), (1 Tt-I/3)2dt r3/2.

Consequently, condition (4.4) does not hold here.
Haraux’s result is an extension of the following construction. Let X X x X2

be the product of two Hilbert spaces X and X2, and let S S x $2, with S being a
closed convex subset of X1 and $2 being a closed convex cone in X2. Then it follows
from Lemma 4.3 that Ps is directionally differentiable at any point (,2) such
that S and 2 S-. Clearly, condition (4.4) does not need to hold here at the
corresponding point x0 (, 0).
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